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THE LATEST

Black Travel Alliance Wants to Hold Travel Brands
Accountable

A new resource for Black travelers is calling for greater representation throughout the travel

industry.

BY SHAUNA BENI

June 16, 2020

For many Black people, travel begins by acknowledging that the tourist experience isn't the

same for everyone. Black travelers are often judged by the color of their skin, and make travel

decisions based on perceptions of how they'll be treated once they arrive. But the pivotal

information of whether hotels and destinations actively support Black travelers is largely
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absent from mainstream conversations. The Black Travel Alliance, a new initiative launching

today in support of true diversity across the travel industry, from increasing hotel employment

to calling for more representation in destination marketing content and travel panels, aims to

change that.

The Alliance, which was formed in March at the onset of the pandemic, began as a venue for

Black creators to discuss how travelers would begin navigating the new normal after COVID-

19, according to travel blogger and launch member Martina Jones. “We started having a

mastermind every Friday to talk about how we could still serve our audiences, and also to

support one another," she says. "Then, when George Floyd died, we were like, 'Okay, enough is

enough.'”

The death of Houston native George Floyd at the hands of the Minneapolis police department

was captured on video, setting off Black Lives Matter protests around the world against police

brutality, and against systemic racism more broadly. In response, many companies posted

blank black squares to their social media feeds in an attempted show of solidarity. But this

recent wave of violence has incited calls for greater action against racism, sparking intense

conversations about the inclusion of Black voices and faces across all industries, from food and

beverage to music and travel.
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“Right now, so many brands are saying they support Black people in light of everything that's

going on,” says Jones. "But the number of Black people who hold these positions and create

content doesn’t support their statements. We created an organization that will hold the

industry accountable.”

One of the Alliance's launch initiatives is the Black Travel Scorecard, which will evaluate

destinations and travel brands under five key areas. Employment grades the number of Black

people in management positions (and within various staff roles) at hotels and at travel

marketing agencies; other categories, including conferences and trade shows, marketing

campaigns, and press, examine the representation of Black people on speaker panels, in print

and digital media, on television, and on press trips. The last area, philanthropy, will evaluate

organizations based on their support for community groups and charities.

Inspired by UOMA Beauty founder Sharon Chuter's #PullUpOrShutUp campaign, the

Alliance is launching #PullUpForTravel, asking travel brands to post their Travel Scorecard

results on their social channels to demonstrate their commitment to action. They are calling for

brands to share their metrics by this Friday, or Juneteenth, an annual holiday commemorating

the emancipation of the last remaining slaves in the United States.

“We’re not trying to shame anyone,” says Jones. “We already know nine times out of 10 that

their numbers are probably not where they need to be. We want to see where they’re at in

terms of representation on their teams. From there, we can work on improving it down the line.

This will make things better not just for us, but also for them: When they have proper

representation, they're going to transform their businesses as well.”

Several mainstream travel brands and publications (including this one) have acknowledged

their failure in employing and commissioning Black talent. “I’m so tired of knocking on locked

doors, tired of being treated differently in the travel industry because I look different,” says

author and content creator Kerwin McKenzie, another launch member. “There is an amazing

amount of Black talent, but you don’t see much of it because it’s so difficult to attract

advertisers and people who want to showcase us and our work. We have influence, and if we

can get one brand to know we exist and align with us, it’s a win for us all.”

The Alliance also has important ramifications for consumers. Many Black travelers decide

where to travel by word of mouth from close friends and family, and from seeing influencers

who look like them. This process stems from a very real fear that they won't be welcomed—or

worse, that they'll be outrightly discriminated against—in their destination of choice, where

locals may have limited exposure to Black figures. If destinations broadened their marketing
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campaigns to include Black people, this could encourage hospitality staff and locals to treat

Black travelers with respect. The Alliance also encourages the exposure of more Black-owned

businesses, including tour groups like Experience Real Cartagena and African Lisbon Tours,

which seek to amplify Black history or culture in a destination.

Ultimately, the Alliance believes that pushing for this data, and for change as a response to it,

will demonstrate true allyship and help to address the lack of diversity within the travel space

—because in an industry that's predicated on hospitality, it's time for everyone to feel welcome.
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